
Paph Paradise Winter 2017-2018 Flask List

Species Pod Pollen Comments price

Paph rothschildianum Paradise Island' Paradise Lost' AM/AOS

Paradise Island' was spectacular on its first bloom. 

It didn't go to judging but it would likely have been 

awarded at least a high AM. 33 cm natural spread, 

6.7 cm wide dorsal and 6 flowers. 'Paradise Lost' is 

a 'once in a lifetime' plant...simply the finest roth 

we have ever seen, perhaps one of the best in the 

world.  We will see some amazing things from this 

cross! ¥42,000

Paph villosum Fino' Rioja'

This is a sibling cross made with plants from 

Taiwanese breeding. They had very wise petals and 

'Rioja' has exceptionally dark color. ***Very 

limited*** ¥18,000

Paph venustum Gewurztraminer' venustum album

Gewuztraminer' is half album and opens up very 

flat for this species. This cross will give 50% album 

and 50% type. ¥18,000

Species

Some itmes are limited and orders will be filled on a first come, first served basis.

Send orders or any questions to us at paphparadise@gmail.com or call us at 209-727-5265

Quantity discounts available, contact us for details.
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Paph fairrieanum Dornfelder' Pinotage' AM/AOS

Dornfelder' was selected from a group of recent 

imports from Europe. The color was simply amzing. 

'Pinotage' AM/AOS is the product of line breeding 

at the Orchid Zone. We should see great color and 

vigor from this cross. ¥24,000

Paph fairrieanum Bacchus' Chapman Woods'

Bacchus' is an incredibly vigorous plant with good 

clear color. 'Chapman Woods' is probably the 

largest fairrieanum album we have seen. Can't miss 

cross!

**Very limited as we will only release a few 

flasks...we want to bloom lots of these out. ¥24,000
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Paph Dot's Delight 'Cote de Beaune' Vogue Wonder 'Deuxieme Cru'

This is a cross of two large Maudiae type hybrids. 

Dot's Delight was huge and very flat, the Vogue 

Wonder has great color and texture. We expect 

pink to fuchsia flowers bold spots. ¥21,000

Paph Crush Strawberry Pacific Shamrock 'Magnificent'

We expect to see shapely whies from this cross. 

Some flowers may have small spots or stippling as 

the pod parent has very small red spots. 

'Magnificent' is the very best Pacific Shamrock with 

great form and heavy texture. It was used to make 

some of the Orchid Zone's finest hybrids over the 

years. ¥30,000

Paph

Via Luna Este 'China Doll' 

AM/AOS King Charles 'Tavel'

Via Luna Este crossed with charlesworthii is Sierra 

Sunrise, which produced some fantastic flowers 

including one FCC. The best of this cross had 

striking red and mahogany colors. Here we have 

used King Charles hoping to get an improved Sierra 

Sunrise. The colors should be similar to Sierra 

Sunrise but larger and fuller. An exciting new cross! ¥24,000

Hybrids
Hybrid Pod Pollen Comments price
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Paph

Via Luna Este 'China Doll' 

AM/AOS Coro Red 'Zinfandel'

Via Luna Este has produced some lovely art-shade 

to red hybrids in the past. Coro Red should provide 

good substance and form here. 

***Not ready until spring 2018*** ¥24,000

Paph

(California Girl x Bandwagon) 

'Claret' Coro Red 'Zinfandel'

This cross should produce bold reds with great 

substance. Both parents are vigorous growers and 

reliable bloomers. 

***Not ready until spring 2018*** ¥24,000

Paph Valwin 'Intense' 

Chocolate Eagle 'Burgundy' 

HCC/AOS

Valwin 'Intense' is a stud plant from the Orchid 

Zone. We forgot to get a photo when it was in 

bloom. Very dark red flowers. Chocolate Eagle is 

one of the most vigorous complex Paphs we have 

seen. It is also a huge flower…15 cm across. Its 

color is variable depending on the season when it 

blooms; more red in the winter and more spotted 

in the dorsal in the summer. Yes, it blooms in the 

summer and just about any other time. It has 

produced good red offspring so far in breeding. ¥24,000
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Paph Russ Palmer 'Calvados' La Guilleaumerie 'Helvetia'

Calvados' is one of the best Russ Palmer flowers we 

have seen. Large with wide segments and heavy 

substance. La Guilleaumerie comes from the Eric 

Young Foundation. We liked the flower so much 

we used the pollen as soon as we pulled it out of 

the box! Sorry, we haven't been able to take a 

photo of a flower that wasn't crushed. ¥24,000

Paph In-Charm Topaz

Pacific Rainbow 'Vinho Verde' 

AM/AOS

 Both parents are very vigorous. 'Vinho Verde' was 

likely the best plant from the grex, paired with a 

wonderful helenae hybrid. We have tried to use 

'Vinho Verde' in breeding for years and this is the 

first time we have been successful. Tremendous 

potential here for colorful flowers on compact 

growing plants. We have high expectations for this 

cross! ¥24,000




